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6.
Persian vowels

6.0.1. «rst of all, let us show two useful maps, which will help us to accurately place the kinds of pronunciations and accents, which we are about to present.
˙ 6.0.1 shows the borders of Iran, including seven internal subdivisions, and
two western areas, which are part of Azerbaijan (Azeri) and Kurdistan (Kurdish).
˙ 6.0.1. Pronunciation map of Iran.
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˙ 6.0.2. Map of Iran and neighboring countries.
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Besides, ˙ 6.0.2 shows some of the areas which surround Iran. Of all those, four
(to the East) are particularly interested in Persian, because many of their speakers
can use Persian, too, in addition to their mother tongues: Tajik (in Tajikistan),
Dari and Pashto (in Afghanistan), Urdu (in Pakistan).
6.0.2. For the prevailing trascriptions in this book, we decided to represent the
pronunciation of (modern) Persian using a communicative accent˚ which means a
convenient and appropriate compromise between the neutral˚ traditional˚ mediatic˚ and international accents. In fact, the communicative vowel set is a fair middle
course, while its consonant set is practically the same.
As we have already said, even professional speakers (also in language-teaching
recordings, including those speciﬁcally done for pronunciation) oscillate much.
In fact, real neutral speakers are di‚cult to ﬁnd, because they happen to ﬂuctuate
between two or more accents (especially for certain vowels and consonants).
Furthermore, as for any other language, actual neutral speakers are very few: at
best from 1% to 3%. Traditional speakers are even less, by now, while mediatic
speakers may be much more numerous: about 15%. It must be clear that the mediatic accent is not a regional one, although it is not either (completely) neutral,
or traditional.
But it is a fact that it is very often heard on the radio and on television, alternating with the more neutral or traditional ones. Even if with oscillations, it can
also be used by speakers who are not typically regional.
Of course, the greater part of native speakers use some form of regional accents,
including mixtures with other regional or with the more o‚cial accents indicated
above.
˙ 6.1.1. <e vocalic elements of simpliﬁed international Persian.
/i/ (i), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (u)

/™/ (™)

/ø/ (ø)

/a/ (Å)

/A/ (A)

(for /ii/ see above)
/™i/ (≠™, ™™, ±™i)
/ai/ (Åi)

/ui/ (ui)
/øu/ (≠ø, øø, ±øu)
/øi/ (øi)
/Ai/ (Ai)
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Non-regional accents
6.0.3. <us, although we provided ﬁrst a simpliﬁed international version, it
seemed quite reasonable to present a native-like international accent˚ which is by
far more realistic than the ‘supposed neutral' ones, we sadly found even in specialists' works, which are too approximate, superﬁcial, and even banal (as any reasonable person can easily verify).
<ey are often less precise and less reliable than our simpliﬁed international accent (¬ ˙ 5.2.1-3).
<e second international vocogram also provides some possible choices for /ei,
˙ 6.1.2. Orograms and labiograms of /i, e, a/ (i÷ e, E÷ a, A) of communicative Persian.

i

e

™

å

a
˙ 6.1.3. Orograms and labiograms of /u, o, å/ (u÷ o, O÷ Ë, @) of communicative Persian.

u

o

ø

,

a
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ou/ (either ‘better', ±, or ‘worse', ≠): (±ei, ee, ≠e) and (±ou, oo, ≠o), some of which
can be either regional or foreign. Of course, also the international accents are
somehow connected with those of ˙ 6.1.1-4.
<erefore, to avoid useless and unfruitful criticism, we may certainly deﬁne the
native-like version a communicative accent.
Summing up, our transcriptions will use the vowel elements shown in ˙ 6.1.2-4,
and the consonants and contoids indicated in ˙ 8.1.
˙ 6.1.4. <e vocalic elements of communicative (or native-like international] Persian.
/i/ (i[;]), /ii/ (ii)
/™/ (™, ’e…)
/a/ (a, ’å…)
(for /ii/ see above)

/u/ (u[;])
/ø/ (ø, ’o…)
/A/ (a[;], ’,…)
/ui/ (ui)

/™i/ (™i)

/øi/ (øi), /øu/ (øu)

/ai/ (ai)

/Ai/ (ai)

Unstressed in quicker speech §$$@

/™i/ (’ei)

/øi/ (’oi), /øu/ (’ou)

/ai/ (’åi)

/Ai/ (’,i)

6.0.4. Let us consider, now, some examples for all the six simple vowel phonemes, /i, e, a, å, o, u/, and the two frequent ‘normal' diphthongs, /ei, ou/, also
adding ﬁve other diphthongs, used less ¸ in loanwords: /ii, ai, åi, oi, ui/. Here, we
show the communicative accent, followed by its native-like di‡erences.
Examples: sin ('si;§), ki ('àhi;), biß ('bi;ß), ßen ('ße§), zendegi (&zeNdE'9i;), dar ('daÃ),
bad ('baD), ram ('√a°), r≤m ('√Ë;°), daßt ('da;ßt), d≤ßt ('dË;ßt), ≤b ('cË;B), d≤n≤ (d@'nË;), kab≤b (à[A'bË;B), m≤dar (m@'da√), xol ('≈ol), mu ('mu;), dur ('du;√), nun ('nu;§).
Let us notice well: goft ('go;ft), dorost (dO'√o;st) (contrary to the usage of many other languages).
And: mey ('mei), seyf ('seif), now ('nou), towr ('tou√), ßowr≤ (ßou'√Ë;); nadiy (nA'dii),
hay ('hai), sayyad (saj'ja;D), j≤y ('‚Ëi), l≤y ('lËi), xoy ('≈oi), muy ('mui), juy ('‚ui).
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6.0.5. <e diphthongs just seen are those which we consider to be ‘o‚cial', although with di‡erent usages. However, there are further phonetic diphthongs,
derived from phonemic vowel sequences. Such sequences may be true ones, or
they may be the result of some consonant droppings (mainly /c, h/).
School tradition still clings to the belief that they are bisyllabic, rather than veritable phonic diphthongs (('éé, éé), provided stress is not on their second element,
(é'é)). For instance, we have guy /'gui/ ('gui) and gui /gu'i/ (gu'ci;) (“ (gu'¸i;, gu'i;)).
All our ﬁgures have to be carefully compared. <eir di‡erences (although
small) will certainly help to identify their accents, which native speakers are generally ready to detect.
Using some of the examples given in § 6.0.4, we will show the main di‡erences
between these further accents. Although we present them in consistent normalized forms, it must be said clearly –once more– that speakers currently oscillate
not only between two of them, but possibly also between all of them.
<is happens, more or less frequently, for given words ¸ for certain phonemes,
while speakers (and often even listeners) may not be aware at all, not only among
common speakers, but also in teaching recordings, even some about pronunciation.
6.0.6. Of the six vowels, /å/ is the one which may have more numerous di‡erent realizations, although in a limited articulatory space, indeed, in comparison
with certain vowel phonemes of other languages (like English and its many regional accents, for instance). In fact, we can ﬁnd (Ë, @÷ a, å, Ä, A, ì, ^÷ P, ∏, ø, O, o) and
even (Ä^, Ë@, ËÁ).
<e other ﬁve vowels (starting with /a/) have: (Å, Ä, a, A) and (⁄, ì)÷ /i/ (i) and
(Û, I, ¤)÷ /e/ (e, E) and (È, Á)÷ /o/ (o, O) and (Û, U)÷ /u/ (u) and (u¨, uÙ).
Let us notice that transliteration sequences like VyV correspond to /éjé/ (éjé),
while sequences like VyyV correspond to /éj:é/ (éj…jé), as in: xayy≤t /≈aj'jåt/ (aj'jË;t).
In addition, using some of the examples given in § 6.0.4, we will show the main
di‡erences between these further accents. Although we present them in consistent
normalized forms, it must be said clearly that speakers currently oscillate not only between two or more of them, as we know.
6.0.7. <us, to simplify somehow our presentation, we started from the simpliﬁed international accent of Persian (shown in ˙ 6.1.1), followed by the communicative (or native-like international] accent, which really exists, as a reﬁned
compromise also by ﬂuent speakers mostly of other languages.
„ile ˙ 6.1.2 shows the orograms (with miniature vocograms) and labiograms
of the six Persian vowel phonemes, /i, e, a, å, o, u/ (i, e, a, Ë, o, u), with the addition of four taxophones, occurring in free unstressed syllables, (e, å, @, o). <ey are
more natural, as in true native-speaker accents, especially as presented in the vocograms of ˙ 6.1.3.
<ey should constantly be referred to the corresponding ones given in ˙ 5.1.1-5.
Let us notice that (Ë, @) have partially rounded lips. Also possible taxophones of
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the diphthongs, mainly occurring in unstressed syllables in quicker speech ((’$$)),
are shown.
Later on, our ﬁgures will only provide the vocograms, which are much more
precise and useful, when their mechanism is known, including variants.
6.1.1. Furthermore, ˙ 6.1.5 shows the vocograms of the neutral accent, while
˙ 6.1.5-6 give the traditional and the mediatic accents.
<e latter is, as already said, more widespread than the other two, not only in
Persian communities abroad, as for instance in Los Angeles (or ‘Tehrangeles'), but
even in Iran itself, also with its many speakers whose ﬁrst language in not o‚cial
Persian, but some local (although related) dialects. It is often present in teaching
recordings, too.
So, ˙ 6.1.4 shows the six vowel phonemes of the neutral pronunciation of
Persian, /i, e, a, å, o, u/ (i;, E, Å, P;, O, u;), including four taxophones of /e, a, å, o/,
(È, A, ∏, Û), occurring mainly in unstressed free syllables.
However, in slow speech, they may be replaced by (e, Å, P;, o), while, in fast
speech, (È, A, ∏, Û) may also occur in checked syllables (though less systematically).
Let us carefully notice the main di‡erences, mostly consisting in /e/ (E, ’È…), /a/
(Å, ’A…), /å/ (P, ’∏…), /o/ (O, ’Û…) (including the diphthongs, although speakers can also oscillate towards traditional ¸ mediatic realizations, as we know well).
˙ 6.1.5. <e vocalic elements of neutral Persian.
/i/ (i[;])

/u/ (u[;])

/™/ (e[;…], ’Ù…)

/ø/ (o[;…], ’P…)

/a/ (Å[;…], ’å…)

/A/ (ù[;], ’∏…)

/ii/ (i[;]i)

/ui/ (u[;]i)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (oi)

/ai/ (Åi)

/Ai/ (ù[;]i)

Unstressed in quicker speech §$$@
/™i/ (’ÙI)

/u/ (’u)
/øu/ (’PU)
/øi/ (’Pi)

/ai/ (’åi)

/Ai/ (’∏i)

/i/ (’i)
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Examples mainly for di‡erences: ßen ('ßE§), zendegi (&zENdÈ'9i;), dar ('dÅ√), r≤m
('√P;m), xol ('≈Ol), dorost (dÛ'√O;st), mey ('mEi), now ('nOu), hay ('hÅi), j≤y ('‚Pi), xoy ('≈Oi).
6.1.2. ˙ 6.1.6 shows the traditional accent of Persian, again with some possible
variants. <e ﬁrst vocogram also indicates some variants mainly used by older or
less educated speakers: /u/ (≠'u¨˘, ≠≠'u™˘), /å/ ≠('Ä4;7^, ’^…) (≠'Ë4;7@˘, ≠≠'ËÁ˘) ≠≠('o:ö, 'o;ö).
Let us also notice the frequent and current taxophones in unstressed free syllables for: /e/ (’È…), /a/ (’Ä…), /o/ (’Û…) (and diphthongs in quicker speech, given in the
third vocogram).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences: ßen ('ßE§), zendegi (&zeNdE'9i;), dar ('dÅ√), r≤m
('√Ë;°), kab≤b (à[A'bË;B), m≤dar (m@'da√), xol ('≈Ol), dorost (dÛ'√O;st), mey ('mEi), now
('nOu), hay ('hÅI), j≤y ('‚Ë¤), l≤y ('lË;i), xoy ('≈Oi).
<e fourth vocogram shows ﬁve true diphthongs and a monotimbric ones, which
˙ 6.1.6. <e vocalic elements of traditional Persian.
/u/ (u:, u;)

/i/ (i:, i;), /ii/ (i[;]i)
/™/ (e[;…], ’Ù…)

/ø/ (o[;…], ’P…)

/a/ (Å[;…], ’Ä…)

/A/ (a:, a;, ’,…)
≠('å[;]∏, ’∏…) ≠≠('ø:ö˘, 'ø;ö˘)

(for /ii/ see above)

/ui/ (u[;]i)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (oi)

/ai/ (ÅI)

/Ai/ (a[;]¤)

Unstressed in quicker speech §$$@

/™i/ (’Ùi)

/øu/ (’PU)
/øi/ (’P¤)

/ai/ (’åI)

/Ai/ (’,¤)
Broader realizations
/u/ (≠'uU, ≠≠'u¨˘, ≠≠≠'uÙ˘)
/ui/ (≠'uÙ˘, ≠≠'u¨˘, ≠≠≠'uU˘)

/Ai/ (≠'aÉ˘, ≠≠'a,˘, ≠≠≠'aa˘)
/A/ (≠'aa˘, ≠≠'a,˘, ≠≠≠'aÉ˘)
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are broader realizations, both of /u, å/ and /ui, åi/, with di‡erent –actually opposite–
degrees of unacceptability, as can be seen.
6.1.3. ˙ 6.1.7 shows the the vocograms of the mediatic Persian accent. In addition to their unstressed quick possibilities, notice the ending points of the diphthongs, with (-I, -¤, -U), as shown.
But the most peculiar fact is given by the frequent taxophones of /i, e, a/, in unstressed free syllable, when followed by /h, c, œ/ (including /q/, possibly distinct
from /œ/, for some speakers, or in some words): (Û, Á, ì).
Let us also notice the qualities of /e/ (e, ’È…, ’Á˘), /a/ ('A, ’⁄˘) and /å/ ('ø, ’O…), including the possible shortening of /e, a, o/, in unstressed free syllable, in quicker speech
(ﬁrst vocogram): (È, Á, O), and the ﬁnal elements of the diphthongs: (-I, -¤÷ -U).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences: ßen ('ße§), zendegi (&zeNdE'9i;), d≤n≤ (dO'nØ;),
kab≤b (à[A'bØ;B), m≤dar (mO'dA√), mey ('mei, ≠'mee), now ('nou, ≠'noo), hay ('hAI), j≤y
('‚øI), xoy ('≈oI).
˙ 6.1.7. <e vocalic elements of mediatic Persian.
/u/ (u[;])

/i/ (i[;]) (’Û…)+/h, ö, œ, q/

/ø/ (ø[;…], ’O…)

/™/ (™[;…], ’Ù…, ’Éò) (’Á…)+/h, ö, œ, q/
/a/ (å[;…], ’‘ò) (’√…)+/h, ö, œ, q/

/A/ (Ø[;], ’O…)
/ui/ (uI)

/ii/ (ii, iI)

/øu/ (≠øø, øU)
/øi/ (øI)

/™i/ (≠™™, ™I)
/ai/ (åI)

/Ai/ (ØI)

Unstressed in quicker speech §$$@

/™/ (’Ù …)
/a/ (’⁄…)

/ø/ (’O…)

/™i/ (’Ù¤)
/ai/ (’‘¤)

/øu/ (’OU)
/øi/ (’O¤)
/Ai/ (’O¤, ≠’‘¤)

6.1.4. It is very important not to rely only on imitation, since, after two or
three years of age, we inevitably start to lose the huge analysis and synthesis capacity which allowed us to play –from birth– with all the linguistic (and non-linguistic) sounds that we heard (inventing some, as well).
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<erefore, the phonotonetics method is a great help for us, both to (still) perceive
well, and to reproduce and then, ﬁnally, to produce the sounds that we hear and need.
<e use of transcriptions is fundamental in our natural phonetics method. „en
we overcome our initial perplexities (and, perhaps, distrust), it is obvious that we
are not talking about an extra useless toil.
On the contrary, we will free ourselves from the harmful reliance on spelling˘
So we become able to distinguish well between the two levels. <e fundamental
(and truly linguistic) one is the phonic level, although many people still seem to
think that the real language is the one ambiguously represented by spelling (which
is a terribly misleading impression).
Regional accents
6.2.0. <is section will deal with the six regional accents of Persian to be found
within Iran. We will concentrate especially on their peculiarities, in order to better
highlight the di‡erences. However, their speakers oscillate much between di‡erent accents, belonging to the groups presented in ˙ 6.2.1-6.
6.2.1. ˙ 6.2.1 shows the typical accent of Teheran city (in the North), for which
let us notice mostly the taxophones of /e/ (e, ’E…), /a/ (a, ’A…), /å/ (O, ’o…), /o/ (O, ’U…),
and the ending points of the diphthongs, mainly (-I, -U), which start with the vocoids shown in the ﬁrst vocogram (including the possible ones given for unstressed
syllables).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): d≤n≤
(do'nO;), kab≤b (à[A'bO;B), m≤dar (mo'da√), xol ('≈Ol), dorost (dU'√O;st), nadiy (nA'dii,
≠-'diI), hay ('haI), j≤y ('‚OI), xoy ('≈OI), Ωe ('‚e;), ⁄≤r ('œO;É).
˙ 6.2.1. <e vocalic elements of northern Persian (Tehran city).
/i/ (i[;])

/u/ (u[;])
/ø/ (o[;…], ’U…)

/™/ (™[;…], ’e…)
/a/ (a[;…], ’å…)

/ii/ (ii, iI)
/™i/ (™I)

/A/ (O[;], ’ø…)

/ui/ (uI)
/øu/ (o;, ±oU)
/øi/ (oI)
/Ai/ (OI)

/ai/ (aI)
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˙ 6.2.2 shows the situation of the province of Teheran (in central-northern
Iran), with its taxophonic situations (including word-ﬁnal /e/ (’Á˘). Let us particularly notice mainly the primary realizations of /e/ (E), /a/ (Ä), /å/ (Ë), /o/ (o). In
addition, the diphthongs follow a pattern similar to that of the city, although with
the di‡erences shown.
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): Ωe ('òE;,
≠'‚E;), ßena /(ßÈ'nË:), d≤n≤ (d@'nË:), kab≤b (à[A'bÄ;B), m≤dar (m@'dÄ√), mey ('mEI),
now ('noU, ≠'no;), hay ('hÄI), j≤y ('‚ËI), xoy ('≈oI), ⁄≤r ('œË;É, 'q-).
˙ 6.2.2. <e vocalic elements of northern Persian (Tehran province).
/i/ (i:, i;)
/™/ (e[;…], ’Ù…, ’Éò)
/a/ (Ä[;…], ’å…)

/ii/ (i[;]I)

/u/ (u:, u;)
/ø/ (ø[;…], ’o…)
/A/ (a:, a;, ’,…)

/ui/ (u[;]I)

/™i/ (eI)

/øu/ (ø;, øU)
/øi/ (øI)

/ai/ (ÄI)

/Ai/ (a[;]I)

6.2.2. ˙ 6.2.3 provides the accent of eastern Iran, which has to be carefully analized and compared, too. <ey also have two di‡erent intonation patterns, for their
northern and southern areas, as we will see in Ã 10.
˙ 6.2.3. <e vocalic elements of eastern Persian.
/i/ (i[:]), /ii/ (i[;]i)

/u/ (u[:])

/™/ (e[;…], ’Ù…)

/ø/ (ø[;…], ’o…)

/a/ (Å[;…], ’å…)

/A/ (ù[:], ’∏…)

(for /ii/ see above)

/ui/ (u[;]i)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (øU)
/øi/ (øi)

/ai/ (åi)

/Ai/ (ù[;]i)
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Examples mainly for di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): Ωe ('òE;), ßena (ßÈ'nP;), d≤n≤ (d∏'nP;), kab≤b (à[A'bP;B), m≤dar (m∏'dÅ√), mey ('mEi), hay ('hAi),
j≤y ('‚P;i), ⁄≤r ('œP;É, 'q-).
6.2.3. Instead, ˙ 6.2.4 shows the typical southern accent (in the ﬁrst two vocograms), with its peculiarities. In addition, the two lower vocograms show the less
typical (mostly younger) accent, more similar to the mediatic accent (given in ˙
6.1.6). Let us also notice the (narrow or monotimbric) diphthongal nature of both
long and short vowels. In addition, the typical accent also has longer stressed vowels, often becoming ('é:é, &é;é) (including (’éé)).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): ßen
('ßEE§, ≠')E;E§), dar ('daa√, ≠'dÄ;Ä√), d≤n≤ (dì'nå;ì, ≠d∏'nO;O), kab≤b ≠(à[Á'bå;ìB, à[A'bO;OB), mey ('mE;i), now ('no;U, 'nO;u), hay ('ha;i, ≠'hÄ;i), j≤y ('‚O;i, ≠']å;i), ©ap ('*haap,
˙ 6.2.4. <e vocalic elements of southern Persian, with di‡erences.
/i/ (i[;]i)

/u/ (U[;]u)

/™/ (e[e], ’Ù…)

/ø/ (ø[ø], ’o…)

/a/ (Ä[Ä], ’É…)

/A/ (A[;]√, ’√…)

/ii/ (i[;]i)

/ui/ (U[;]i)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (øU)
/øi/ (øi)

/ai/ (Äi)

/Ai/ (A[;]i)
Less typical or younger

/i/ (i[;]), /ii/ (i[;]i)
/™/ (e[;], ’Ù…)
/a/ (a[;], ’å…)
(for /ii/ see above)
/™i/ (ei)
/ai/ (ai)

/u/ (u[;])
/ø/ (o[;], ’P…)
/A/ (O[;], ’∏…)

/ui/ (ui)
/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (oi)
/Ai/ (Oi)
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≠'}hÄ;Äp), kif ('àhiif, ≠'…hi;if), gij ('9iiä, ≠'ói;i˚), xoy ('≈o;i, '≈O;i), ⁄≤r ('œËì√, ≠'qË;ìÉ),
gav ('9ÄÄV, ≠'óÄ;ÄV).
6.2.4. ˙ 6.2.5 shows the accent of bilingual Azeri speakers (or north-western
Persian accent), whose main peculiarity consists in /a/ (Ä, ’Á), /å/ (a, ’A) (but look
at the other collocations, too, including frequent variants of /ei/ (≠E, E;, ±Ei), /ou/
(≠o, o;, ±oU)). Oscillations are certainly possible.
Examples mainly for di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): sin ('sin,
±'si;n), dar ('dÄ√), r≤m ('√am, 'É-), daßt ('dÄßt), d≤ßt ('daßt), ≤b ('ab, ±'cab), d≤n≤ (dÁ'nÄ),
kab≤b (àÁ'bab, ±'à[-), m≤dar (mA'dÄ√), mey ('mE, '±mEi), now ('no, ±'noU), hay ('hÄi),
j≤y ('‚ai), tir ('ti√, ±'t[i;√), kuk ('kuk, ±'k[u;k).
˙ 6.2.5. <e vocalic elements of northwestern Persian (inﬂuenced by Azeri).
/i/ (i, ±i;), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (u, ±u;)

/™/ (e, ’Ù)

/ø/ (ø, ’o)

/a/ (Ä, ’É)

(for /ii/ see above)
/™i/ (≠e, e;, ±ei)

/A/ (a, ±a;, ’å)

/ui/ (u;i)
/øu/ (≠ø, ø;, ±øU)
/øi/ (øi)

/ai/ (Äi)
/Ai/ (a;i)

˙ 6.2.6. <e vocalic elements of western Persian (inﬂuenced by Kurdish).
/i/ (i[i]), /ii/ (ii, ≠i)

/™/ (™[™…], ’É)
/a/ (å[å…], ’‘)

(for /ii/ see above)

/™i/ (≠™, ™™, ±™i)
/ai/ (åi)

/u/ (u[u])

/ø/ (ø[ø…], ’Ö)
/A/ (a[a], ’å)
/ui/ (u[u]i)

/øu/ (≠ø, øø, ±øU)
/øi/ (øi)
/Ai/ (a[a]i)
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6.2.5. ˙ 6.2.6 gives the accent of bilingual Kurdish speakers (or western Persian accent), with their more typical monotimbric diphthongs for the six stressed vowels.
Let us notice particularly /e/ (e4e7, ’Á), /a/ (A4A7, ’⁄), /å/ (a4a7, ’A), /o/ (o4o7, ’Ø), and /ei/
(≠e, ee, ±ei), /ou/ (≠o, oo, ±oU). Oscillations are certainly possible, for this accent, too.
Examples mainly for di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): ßen ('ﬁen),
d≤n≤ (dA'naa), kab≤b (k⁄'bab, ±k[-), mey ('mee, ±'mei), now ('noo, ±'noU), hay ('hAi),
j≤y ('‚ai), tir ('tii√, ±'t[-) ≠(-i-, -®), rig ('√iiG, ≠-≈), gol ('gol, ≠-ú),
Bordering-country accents
6.3.0. In this section, we will deal with the Persian accents of people speaking
Tajik, Dari, Pashto, and Urdu. Again, oscillations are quite common even for these
accents. In Ã 13, we will present the di‡erent phonemic systems of these languages, too (for useful comparisons), including Azeri and Kurdish.
6.3.1. ˙ 6.3.1 shows the Tajik accent of Persian, whose main peculiarity lies in
the quality of /o/ (Û4O7, ’¨).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): d≤n≤
(d∏'nOO), kab≤b (ka'bOOb, ±k[-), m≤dar (m∏'daa√), xol ('≈ÛOl), dorost (dÛ'√Ûst), hay ('hai),
j≤y ('‚Oi), xoy ('≈Ûi), kif ('Kiiå, ±'à[iif), vam ('vam, ≠'6-), ßin ('ﬁiin), ⁄≤r ('œOO√, 'q-).
˙ 6.3.1. <e vocalic elements of Tajik Persian.
/i/ (i[i]), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (u[u])
/ø/ (P[o], ’¨)

/™/ (™[™], ’É)
/A/ (O[O], ’∏)
/a/ (a[a])
(for /ii/ see above)

/™i/ (™i)
/ai/ (ai)

/ui/ (ui)
/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (Pi)
/Ai/ (Oi)

6.3.2. ˙ 6.3.2 gives the Dari accent of Persian, whose main peculiarity lies in
the narrow diphthongs for the six vowels, as shown.
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): ßen ('ßEÈn,
≠'S-), d≤n≤ (d∏'nPP), kab≤b (kA'bÅb, ±k[-), m≤dar (m∏'dÅ√), mey ('mEi), now ('nOu), hay
('hÄi), j≤y ('cPi), xoy ('≈Oi), kif ('àif, ±'à[-), ⁄≤r ('œPP√, 'q-), mahi (mÅ'hii) (rarely (-'∆-)).
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˙ 6.3.2. <e vocalic elements of Dari Persian.
/i/ (i[i]), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (u[u])

/™/ (e[Ù], ’Ù)

/ø/ (o[ø], ’P)

/a/ (Å[Å], ’å)

/A/ (ù[ù], ’∏)

(for /ii/ see above)

/ui/ (ui)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (oi)

/ai/ (Äi)

/Ai/ (ùi)

6.3.3. ˙ 6.3.3 shows the Pashto accent of Persian, whose main peculiarity lies
in the qualities of /a/ (a4a7, ’A), /å/ (å4å7, ’ì).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): d≤n≤
(dì'nå;), kif ('Kif, ±'K[-), kab≤b (KA'bå;b, ±K[-), m≤dar (mì'da√), mey ('mEi), now ('nOu),
hay ('hÅi), j≤y ('‚åi), xoy ('áOi), ⁄≤r ('qåå√) (less often ('œ-)), ≤b ('cååb), x≤r ('áåå√),
Ÿad ('Wad).
˙ 6.3.3. <e vocalic elements of Pashto Persian.
/i/ (i[i]), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (u[u])

/™/ (e[e], ’Ù)

/ø/ (o[o], ’P)

/a/ (a[a], ’å)

/A/ (A[A], ’√)
/ui/ (ui)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (oi)

/ai/ (Åi)

/Ai/ (Ai)

6.3.4. ˙ 6.3.4 gives the Urdu accent of Persian, whose main peculiarity lies in
the narrow diphthongs for the six vowels, as shown, and in the qualities of /a/ (A4A7),
/å/ (a4a7).
Examples mostly for main di‡erences (for both vowels and consonants): ßen
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('ﬁEn), d≤n≤ (da'naa), kab≤b (KA'baab, ±K[-), m≤dar (ma'dA√), xol ('˜Ol), mey ('mEi), now
('nOu), hay ('hAi), j≤y ('‚ai), Ÿad ('RAd), xoy ('˜Oi), ⁄≤r ('qaa√, ±'R-), ≤b ('caab, '¸-, 'aab-),
mahi (mA'∆ii, -'h-).
˙ 6.3.4. <e vocalic elements of Urdu Persian.
/i/ (i[i]), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (u[u])

/™/ (e[e])

/ø/ (o[o])

/a/ (å[å])

/A/ (a[a])
/ui/ (ui)

/™i/ (ei)

/øu/ (ou)
/øi/ (oi)

/ai/ (åi)
/Ai/ (ai)

8.
Persian consonants

8.0. <e examples that we provide in this chapter show both the consonants
and contoids of modern Persian. ˙ 8.1 shows the consonantal elements that we
use in our transcriptions representing the communicative pronunciation, which
we chose as the most convenient in this book.
However, ˙ 8.2-8 show many more articulations than those ones. In fact, they
include contoids occurring in all other accents that we describe, including some
further contoids also appropriate for useful comparisons with foreign languages.
Our presentations are mainly normalized, almost idealized ones. In fact, as we
already saw especially for the Persian vowels, speakers are not always consistent in
the realizations of the phonemes of their language.
Even ‘neutral' speakers (as they should be, in teaching recordings, especially if
for pronunciation) happen to oscillate between modern and the other kinds of
non-regional accents, but –not rarely– also between some regional ones, depending on speakers and words, and situations.
To simplify things for consonant devoicing (¬ § 8.10, where more is said and
shown), we will more systematically use (_) for the voiced ﬁnal consonants and
for ﬁnal /m, n/ (but not for ﬁnal (R, l), unless preceded by a voiceless consonat).

(N) (˙)
ö m (M) (˙) n (¯)
F pb
t d
(© á) k g
cG
Ô
ƒ

fv

s z

SZ

ß
ó
‹

j
(ã)

√
(l) l (ı)

(˙) (,)
(g) G

ö
(¸)

() (X)
h (H)
([)

(j)
(Í)
º

(L)

laryngeal

uvular

preuvular

velar rounded

velar

palatal

postalveo-palalatal
postalveo-palalatal
protruded

alveolar

dental

labiodental

bilabial

˙ 8.1. Persian consonants: main elements.
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8.1. Persian has only two nasal phonemes, m /m/ (m) and n /n/ (n): mum ('mu;°),
n≤n ('nË;§), mehman (me∆'ma§, me;-), ßim ('ßi;°), zaxm ('za;x#, 'za;°), matn ('matµ, 'ma;tû), mard ('ma;√D) (¬ ˙ 8.2).
For /n0, n˘0/, inside or between words, in spontaneous and more normal speech,
assimilation is regular, although with possible oscillations, also depending on speed
utterance. Obviously, the less slowly one talks and without too much attention
(also to spelling), the more natural and normal the result is.
Examples: man mi-d≤nan ('mam mid@'na§), zemni (zem'ni;), amq≤ (¸am'cË;),
menv≤l (meM'vË;l), r≤ndan (√ËN'da§), ranj ('√a;¯‚), sangin (saˆ'9i;§), sang ('sa;ˆ´),
dony≤ (doÕ'jË;), angur (¸a˙'gu;√), ≤n⁄adr (¸Ëû'Œa;dÃ, -adÑ÷ -'›-), toxm ('tho;x#, -x°).
In careful speech (either neutral or traditional, including the international accent), only /öéö/ are automatically (ö–ö), or at least (ö◊ö) (seminasalization), as
in any other languages, by assimilation, with no necessity to show it explicitly in
transcriptions.
Typically, however, although with oscillations, the vowels occurring in stressed
or unstressed checked syllables in /m, n/ are more or less nasalized, especially in
mediatic pronunciation, without any distinctive function, neither losing their
nasal contoids, which become seminasal before a pause. /éö˘/ (–ö˘): mum ('mu;û),
n≤n ('nˇ;Ê).
In international pronunciation (either simple or native-like), nasalization is not
necessary, nor usually present, although with many ﬂuctuations.
In other accents, \ regional, bilingual or foreign, the degree of nasalization depends on individual speakers, too, in any case, also distinguishing formal from casual speech. <e latter exhibiting more nasalizations.
˙ 8.2. Nasal consonants.

m

M

˙

n

n

N

n

~

N

∞

”

˙

n

,

M

∫

«
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8.2. Persian has three (diphonic) pairs of stops: /p, b÷ t, d/ (p, b÷ t, d), and /k, g/
(k, g), with palatal taxophones, (à, 9), before front vowels, /i, e, a/, and in syllableor word-ﬁnal postneuclear position, as we will see (¬ ˙ 8.3).
Examples: p≤ ('phË;), separ (sE'pha√), ©ap ('*hap), bu ('bu;), ≤bi (¸A'bi;), kab≤b (à[A'bË;B), tup ('thu;p), ket≤b (à[E'thË;B), taxt ('tha;t), dom ('do°), med≤d (mE'dË;D),
mard ('ma;√D), kuh ('khu;[, -u;), t≤k ('thË;à), qaks ('ca;às), gur ('9u;√), agar (¸A'9a√), gis
('9i;s), sag ('sa´).
In prenuclear stressed syllables, /p, t, k/ (and /*/, but not /q/, in case) have ‘aspiration', ('0h), which is weaker in less prominent positions, and absent before a
consonant or a pause, (&0[, ’0[, 0|, 00): kapar (à[A'pha√), p≤k≤t (p[@'khË;t), ©ap
('*hap), satr ('sa;tÃ, 'satÑ).
Sometimes, (0[) may occur even in word-ﬁnal position, although, more typically, they are not actually ‘aspirated' but simply realized (mostly, though not systematically) with perceptible explosion, (0$) (instead of unexplosion, (0æ), which
is also possible, with no particular connotation, although more typical of casual
speech), as all other Persian ﬁnal consonants. However, it is not necessary to indicate it in our usual transcriptions.
<e use of ‘aspiration' may have more systematically (0h) in the traditional accent, independently from stress, while in the mediatic accent it is by far less systematic, or entirely missing, as in the international accent (again, with oscillations). For neutral pronunciation, ¬ § 8.5.
<e mediatic accent, in addition to normal /k, g/ (à, 9), can also have (`, Ô÷ º, Ÿ)
(occurring in traditional pronunciation, too), and (˜, ä÷ K, G) (as some oscillating
regional usages, too, including some variants more typical of the southern accents).
Furthermore, in mediatic or regional accents, we can ﬁnd /t, d/ (4, 7) (dentalveolar),
and possible /b/ (6) intervocalically.
In a simpler international accent, (K, G) are more likely to occur than (à, 9). In
˙ 8.3. Stop consonants.

pb

td

47

TD

˛Ã

©á

£8

´Ò

kg

›g

›G

ö

,
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certain regional accents, especially in southern areas, instead of (à, 9) (or the other variants shown), we can certainly ﬁnd (…, ó) (¬ ˙ 8.4), which for some listeners might seem to be confused with /*, ‚/, but these last ones are generally not
protruded in those accents, (+, ó÷ C, ‚) (including their frequent southern variants, (}, ]), ¬ ˙ 8.4), maintaining a certain su‚cient di‡erence. In those areas,
also /ß, ò/ are generally (À, õ÷ ﬁ, ô).
8.3. In addition, Persian also has two unpaired ‘stop' phonemes. <e ﬁrst one
is a voiced uvular stop, Ÿ /œ/ (œ) (and (Œ), in contact with front vowels, always
di‡erent from /g/ (g, 9)), occurring in word-initial position, (˘œ, ˘Œ), after /n/, (ûœ,
ûŒ, üœ, üŒ) (depending on the kind of vowels they are in contact with: front or back
ones), and when lengthened, /œ:/ (œœ, ŒŒ).
<is phoneme also has a uvular constrictive tap taxophone, (¢), occurring between voiced segments, or (^), when followed by a voiceless consonant or a pause.
Further (pre)uvular variants can certainly be found (including (q, ›), as for /q/,
which has become /œ/ in neutral pronunciation): (£, Ÿ, ∂, √, ú, Ÿ, W, Ÿ) (¬
˙ 8.4) and (˜, R, ‰, •, ´, ¢, r, ∞, ¥, Î) (¬ ˙ 8.5 “ ˙ 8.6). <ey can all be partially
devoiced, (_), if followed by a voiceless consonant or a pause.
Let us anticipate that, in neutral Persian pronunciation, this same phoneme
(/œ/ and its taxophones) also occurs for ⁄˚ instead of being a little di‡erent and still
realized as ‘/q/' (q, ›), mostly for traditional, or regional, Persian accents.
Instead of unifying Ÿ and ⁄, into /œ/, as in (modern) neutral pronunciation, the
traditional accent usually has (q, Q), for ⁄, in all positions, even ﬁnal, except /nq/
(ûœ, ÕŒ). <e mediatic accent can oscillate much, including (q, Q), while the international one tends to unify Ÿ and ⁄ (¬ ˙ 8.3).
<e other additional stop phoneme is the (voiceless) laryngeal one, q /c/ (c), occurring weaker in less prominent positions, (&¸, ’¸).
Examples: faŸfur (faÚ'fu;√, fa^-), ŸiŸ ('Œi;Ú, -^), ≤Ÿ≤ (¸@'œË;, -'¢Ë;), eŸlim (¸eŒ'li;°,
¸e¢-), naŸß ('naÚß, -^ß), barŸ ('ba;√¢); ⁄am ('Œa°, -†÷ '›a-), ⁄alb ('ŒalB÷ '›alB), na⁄⁄≤ß
(naŒ'œË;ß÷ -›'q-), bu⁄ ('bu;¢, -^÷ -q), ra⁄s ('√a;Ús÷ -›s), me⁄d≤r (meŒ'dË;√÷ -›'d-).
8.4. /éö0/ sequences are realized as (éü0) (with creaky voice), mainly in neutral
and traditional pronunciations, or simply as (éé0, é;0), in other accents. But /éöò,
éöé, 0öé, 0öò/ sequences, colloquially (and in mediatic or international accents),
readily lose /ö/, in spite of possible minimal pairs such as man /'man/ ('ma§) ‘I' and
manq /'manö/ ('ma§¸) ‘prohibition'.
/c/ is also used before word-initial vowels, although it is not usually indicated
in transliterations, including ours (something like in German, as in: ich auch (&òIC'òaox, &æIC-)). In word-ﬁnal position, in addition to (¸), it can become ‘zero', (∫).
In all kinds of pronunciation, between vowels, in word-middle position, we
generally have ('c) in strong syllables and (&¸, ’¸) in weaker syllables, although with
possible (∫), especially in the mediatic and international accents.
Examples: qud ('cu;D), s≤qat (s@'cat), d≤qi (d@'ci;), ßoq≤q (ßO'cË;¸, ßO'cË;), baqd ('ba;¸D,
'ba;D), ßeqr ('ße;¸√, 'ße;√), jamq ('‚a;°¸, '‚a°), ßeyq ('ßei¸, 'ßei).
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For q /c/, the traditional accent prefers (c) rather systematically, including /˘é/
(˘cé) and /éc˘/ (éc˘) {but /0c/ (0)): ßoq≤q (ßÛ'cË;¸), baqd ('bÅ;¸D), ßeqr ('ßE;¸√), jamq
('‚a;°¸, '‚a°), ßeyq ('ßei¸). Instead, the mediatic accent oscillates much, with no
precise ‘rule', as in the international accent, which tends to prefer (∫), practically
in any position.
8.5. Typical modern Persian has one stopstrictive pair (¬ ˙ 8.4): ©˚ j /*, ‚/ (*,
‚): ©and ('*ha;ND), p≤©in (p[@'*hi;§), m≤© ('mË;*), j≤n ('‚Ë;§), ≤jil (¸A'‚i;l), borj
('bo;√‚). <e mediatic accent can also have (Å, ﬁ÷ C, ‚) (as some oscillating regional usages, too).
˙ 8.4. Stopstrictive consonants.

qQ

}]

C‚

Åﬁ

cG

…ó

k›

%O

Ÿ

√

Ÿ

£

ú

8.6. Persian has three diphonic pairs of constrictives (¬ ˙ 8.5): f˚ v˚ s˚ z˚ ß˚ Ω /f, v÷
s, z÷ ß, ò/ (f, v÷ s, z÷ ß, ò) (even if /ò/ is only a xenophoneme used in loans). <e mediatic accent can also have (f, v) and (À, õ÷ ﬁ, ô) (again, as in some oscillating regional usages, too). <ere is also an isolated voiceless uvular constrictive trill, x /≈/
(≈), with ‘weaker' taxophones, (x), in less prominent positions (and preuvular, (),
in contact with /i, e, a/). <e mediatic accent can also have (‹) and (∑, „), respectively.
Examples: ‡l ('fi;l), felfel (fel'fel), kif ('àhi;f), harf ('ha;Ãf), v≤m ('vË;°), div≤r (di'vË;√), g≤v ('gË;V), div ('di;V), s≤l ('sË;l), mes≤l (mE'sË;l), ≤sm≤n (¸@s'mË;§), maxsus (ma'su;s), xis ('≈i;s), Ω≤le (òA'le;), moΩe (mo'òe;), kaΩdom (à[aò'do°), deΩ ('de¡), x≤r ('≈Ë;√),
xam ('≈a°), ≤xar (c@'≈a√), baxt ('ba;t), baxß ('ba;s), toxm ('tho;x°, 'thox#), zaxm
('za;°, 'za#), rox ('√ox), six ('si;).
<e traditional accent, generally, has x /≈/ (‹), rather systematically. Instead,
the mediatic accent oscillates much, also including ‘weaker' contoids, such as x
(∑), velar (or („), prevelar, in contact with /i, e, a/).
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˙ 8.5. Constrictive consonants.
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8.7. Persian also has the approximant y /j/ (j), palatal, including a possible semiapproximant, (ã), in less prominent syllables and when inserted between vowels (as
also labiovelar, (W), often is, between /o/ or /u/ and a vowel, ¬ ˙ 8.6): yek ('jeà) (“
('je;, 'je, je, jE, ãE)), siy≤ ('si;ã@), ≤y≤ (¸@'jË;), nafy ('na;fª), mey ('mei).
˙ 8.6. Persian approximant consonants Æ.
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Persian has /h/ (h), laryngeal approximant, occurring even lengthened, /h:/ (hh).
Between vowels, or after a voiced consonant, it is generally (∆) (voiced). Examples:
har ('ha√), m≤hi (mA'∆i;), ßahr ('ßa;∆Ñ, 'ßa;hÃ, 'ßa;√), sahm ('sa;∆#, -[°, 'sa;°), m≤h ('ma[,
'ma;). In mediatic accents, we can ﬁnd weaker, (∆, â) (semiapproximant), or stronger, (∑, ‹) (semiconstrictive), laryngeal articulations.
<e traditional accent, generally, has h /h/ (h), rather systematically (¬ ˙ 8.6).
Instead, the mediatic accent oscillates much, also including ‘weaker' contoids,
such as h /h/ (h, [, ∆), including (∫). <e same goes for the international accent.
8.8. For the rhotic grapheme r˚ in normalized communicative and neutral Persian, we generally have an alveolar tap, (Í), in every position, although a trill, (r),
may be frequent especially in stressed syllables, mainly in traditional pronunciation
(¬ ˙ 8.7).
Examples: ruz ('√u;Ω), rig ('√i;´), ar≤k (¸A'√Ë;à), dorost (dO'√o;st), arre (¸a√'√e;), bar≤dar (&ba√@'da√), f≤rsi (fË√'si;), ©≤dor (*[@'do√), dur ('du;√). Before a pause, or a voiceless
consonant, (=), they are usually (_) (halfvoiced). In other cases, they are fully voiced,
of course.
˙ 8.7. Rhotic consonants.
1
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On the other hand, independently from its position and strength, we can also
ﬁnd weaker realizations, like the alveolar approximant, (É), or stronger, like the
alveolar slit semiconstrictive, (•), which are more colloquial. In mediatic pronunciation, these two contoids are often used especially in word-initial position, while
in ﬁnal position, before a pause or a voiceless consonant, we also ﬁnd (ë, ©).
8.9. Persian has only one lateral phoneme, /l/ (l) {with some taxophones: dental, postalveo-palatal, and palatal, (¬, ı, Ü), by assimilation to corresponding following contoids). Examples: l≤le (l@'le;), boland (bO'la;ND), gol ('gol), del ('del), deltang
(del'tha;ˆ´), pol ßahri ('phoı ßa['√i;, ßa;'√i;), jolge (‚oÜ'9e;).
˙ 8.8 shows a number of di‡erent articulations, for useful comparisons with
other languages (as we also do for other consonants).
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˙ 8.8. Lateral consonants.

+

+

+

ô

l

l

+

+
≥

R

L

+

+
]

+

ı

Variants
8.10. <e voiced stops, (]) /b, d, g, œ/ (of course, including /g/ (9)), before a
pause, (|), or a voiceless consonant, (=), currently tend to become half-voiced, (_)
(or, less frequently, fully unvoiced, (=)), but they may also remain voiced, either
with audible or inaubible explosion, respectively: (]$), (]æ).
After a pause, (|), or a voiceless consonant, (=), /b, d, g, œ/ can also become (_),
though less often. Let us notice: robq ('√ob$¸$) (especially in slow speech), which shows
that even /p, t, k/ (and (à)), including /c/ (and the possible /q/) can become (=$).
<e non-nasal sonants, /√, l/, before a pause or (=), may become (_): (Ã, r, ë, ©) and
(ú, h). However, when ﬁnal and preceded by a vowel or a voiced consonant, they are
often intense (rather than misleadingly ‘syllabic'): (Ñ, ñ, ∆, ·÷ æ), or (=$) especially (-√$).
After a voiceless consonant, even in initial position, we generally ﬁnd (=Ã), too.
<e nasal sonants, /m, n/, also become (§, °), before a pause or a voiceless consonant, but, in slow speech, they may become intense, (#, @). If between a voiceless consonant and a pause, we can often have completely devoiced nasals: (=)|,
=£|), as in qesm ('ce;s°, -)) (even if we do not usually show them).
Furthermore, especially colloquially or mediatically, in ﬁnal position, we ﬁnd seminasals with a (half)nasalized preceding vowel, (–M, –∫, ◊M, ◊∫): mum ('mu;°, -l,
-u-, -¨-), zan ('za§, -¬, -Å-, -å-).
Consonant length
8.11. We have: /0:/ (00), which is fairly systematically used, especially in traditional (but also in neutral and communicative) pronunciation, while in mediatic
and international accents it is practically absent (though, again, with oscillations).
In word-ﬁnal position, -VCC is regularly /é0/ (é0), not /é0:/ (é00), except in
-VCC V- /é0:˘é/ (é0˘0é) (but (0) in the mediatic accent –with possible oscillations–
and systematically so in the international accent).
Let us always keep well in mind that /0:/ are (0…0) (or, in case, (0), as just said);
while sequences of di‡erent /00/ are clearly (0…0).
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Also notice that /000/ are (00…0) (being formed by /00/ + /0/, rather than /0/ +
/00/). Practically, neutral and communicative usages coincide.
True consonant length is present mostly in Arabic words, although mostly realized as (00) instead of (00): m≤dde (mËd'de;), sekke (seà'àhe;), amm≤ (¸am'mË;), All≤h (¸al'lË;[, -Ë;).
In genuine Persian words it may be present, although often reduced: ba©©e
(ba* '*he;), tikke (t[ià'àhe;). It can also derive from total assimilation: peste (p[es'the;, p[es'se;), baste (bas'se;), zemestun (&zemes'su;§).
Notes on regional and neighboring variants
8.12. In a concise way, we will here indicate the most typical peculiarities concerning the use of the consonants in the regional and bordering accents of Persian
(¬ ˙ 6.0.1-2). Of course, what has been said (and shown) in § 8.0 -11 must be kept
well in mind, too.
Starting from the northern accent of Teheran city, we have to notice that /œ/ and
/‚/ practically substitute /q, ò/, and that /√/ may often be (É, •). In addition, vowel length is very little important, generally with ('é;), both for stressed /i, å, u/ and
for stressed syllable and word-ﬁnal /e, a, o/.
For the central-northern accent of Teheran province, /q, ò/ can appear in addition to /œ, ‚/ and /√/ (É, •). Its vowel length is more similar to the traditional one,
with ('é:) prevailing for stressed /i, å, u/, and ('é;) in many other cases, including
the ﬁrst element of /ii, åi, ui/.
<e eastern accent has a frequent use of /œ/ and /q/, and of (É, •) (and no further
peculiarities), and with vowel length fairly corresponding to that of Teheran province.
Also the southern accent uses frequently /q/ and (É, •), in addition to /*, ‚, ß,
ò/ (}, ], ), 7), and to (…, ó) more than (à, 9). <ere, vowel length is more consistent and evident than in other accents, with ('é;é) used systematically in long vowels and diphthongs, often even becoming ('é:é, &é;é) (also including (’éé)). Of
course, younger and less typical speakers have more normal length usages and more
‘northern' vocalic timbres (as shown).
<e northwestern accent, inﬂuenced by Azeri, may use no (0h, 0[) or (c, ¸). In
addition, vowel lenght is very poor (also with some peculiar timbres, such as those
of /a, å÷ ei, ou/, as shown in ˙ 6.2.5).
<e western accent, inﬂuenced by Kurdish, may have no (0h, 0[). Furthermore, /*, ‚, ß, ò/ (C, ‚, ë, ò); rather (K, G), or (©, ≈), instead of (à, 9), and possibly
(R, ú). In addition, vowel length is very poor, although stressed vowels are rather
narrow diphthongs (also with some peculiar timbres, such as those of /a, å÷ e, o/,
as shown in ˙ 6.2.6).
Passing to the bordering-country accents, we ﬁnd that the Tajik one can use
much /q/, and /*, ‚, ß, ò/ (C, ‚, ë, ò), (K, G) more than (à, 9), and possible (å, 6)
for /f, v/. Its vowel length is rather limited and with some peculiar timbres already
shown in ˙ 6.3.1.
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<e Dari accent can use /q/, intervocalic (h) rather than (∆), possibly no (0h, 0[);
/*, ‚, ß, ò/ (C, c, S, q). It has quite reduced vowel length, with some peculiar timbres
as shown in ˙ 6.3.2.
<e Pashto accent has frequent use of /q, c/, and /≈/ (=), /œ/ (W) (pharyngealized
uvular constrictive), no (0h, 0[); (K, G) more than (à, 9). A moderate use of vowel
length, with no real di‡erence between ‘long' and ‘short' vowels and diphthongs.
<e Urdu accent has frequent use of /q/ and (h, ∆), less so for both /c/ and (0h,
0[); /≈, œ/ (˜, R), and /*, ‚, ß, ò/ (C, ‚, ë, ò), (K, G) rather than (à, 9). A moderate use
of vowel length, with no real di‡erence between ‘long' and ‘short' vowels and diphthongs (and /a, å/ (A4A7, a4a7)).

10.
Intonation

10.1. For a complete treatment of intonation and prosodic “ paraphonic features
in language, the readers are invited to see Ã 12-14 of Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics˚
or the corresponding updated sections on our canIPA website.
Intonation is the product of the relative pitch of syllables forming more or less
long sequences of connected speech.
˛ese sequences are called tunings and can consist of pause groups (which, in
turn, consist of rhythm groups); but they can also simply consist of a single word,
even a monosyllable: No. – No? – No! – No…
‹at is essential is that pitch –through given di‡erences– adds (or, rather,
gives) di‡erent pragmasemantic nuances –such as ‘statement, question, command'
Â– to phonic sequences which would otherwise be identical or rather similar.
˛us the di‡erence obtained is not merely semantic, or conceptual, as in the
case of ton(em)e languages, such as Chinese or Vietnamese.
However, by using the same principles and the same symbols of syllabic-tone
notation, one can accurately (and without too many problems) transcribe the
characteristics of pitch and strength of the syllables in a whole utterance.
In fact, stress-tonal signs show both the relative pitch and degrees of stress on
the syllables before which they are put.
«rst, let us see (û 10.1) an iconic and simple way to introduce people to intonation (applied to neutral British English, as recordings are easy to be found): by
carefully reading the examples given, and following the heights shown for every
grapheme.
˙ 10.1. ‘Icono-tono-graphic' representation of neutral British-English intonation.
1

2

See you on
Satur
day.
se e you on
d a y?
[Wi ll they]
Sat ur

3

[If they

don't] see you
total di
on Sat d ay… [it'll be a
sa s
te r.]
ur

[If they

don't] see you
worry a
on Sa t urd ay… [don't
bout
it.]

4
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After, we can go to û 10.2, where one can see the whole pitch extension of a
tuning˘ It is divided into a protune and a tune. Here, let us anticipate that a general tune consists of three parts: a pretonic syllable, the tonic (¤ the stressed) one,
and (two) posttonic syllables.
A protune consists of one or more stressed syllables, or ‘protonic' syllables, and
some unstressed ones, or ‘intertonic' syllables.
Sometimes, it might be important to refer explicitly to the ﬁrst or last ‘protonic'
syllable, in the description of certain languages with particular protunes. Usually, the
ﬁrst protonic can be preceded by some antetonic (¤ initial unstressed) syllables.
˙ 10.2. <e structure of tunings.

1
1+2: tuning
1: protune
2: tune

2
a-b c d-e f g-h i j å ∫
a-b: antetonic (syllables)
c: (ﬁrst) protonic (syllables)
d-e: (ﬁrst) intertonic (sables)
f: protonic (syllables)
g-h: intertonic (syllables)
i: (last) protonic (syllables)
j: (last) intertonic (syllables)

© ∂
å: pretonic (syllables)
∫: tonic (syllables)
©-∂: post-tune
©: internal post-tonic
∂: terminal post-tonic

10.2. In anticipation of what will be dealt with presently, one may say that there
is a ‘normal' protune, for statements, which has no particular symbol since it is the
unmarked one: / /. In addition, there are three marked protunes: interrogative (/¿/),
imperative (/¡/), and emphatic (/˚/).
We must make it clear at once that written sentences are one thing, while the
spoken language is quite another reality, often very di‡erent, indeed.
Naturally, in the spoken language, tunings are much more numerous than ‘simple sentences' of grammar and syntax, as will be seen below.
But let us consider tunes. Generally they are formed by the tonic syllable (¤ the
stressed one, which is also the last strong syllable in an utterance, in a sense).
˛e pretonic (¤ the possible unstressed syllable before it), and the posttonic syllables (¤ the possible unstressed syllables after it). In the tonetic diagrams (or rather
tonograms), two posttonic syllables are indicated (¤ the internal and terminal ones).
Sometimes it is useful to refer to one of them, clearly, in order to highlight typical movements more clearly, above all, to distinguish interrogative tunes of the
rising type {(2 ' 21)} from those of the falling type {(2 ' 12)}. In any case, the term posttune may be used to refer to both syllables, collectively.
Let us now consider –concisely (and by looking closely at û 10.3)– the three
marked tunes (of neutral British English): conclusive (/./), interrogative (/?/), suspensive (/÷/), and the unmarked: continuative (/,/): On Saturday /./ (ØN'sπT-ÈD™I3 3),
On Saturday? /¿ ?/ (¿ØN'sπT-ÈD™I21), (If not) on Saturday… (then…) /÷/ (ØN'sπT-ÈD™I32),
(Perhaps) on Saturday, (but…) /,/ (ØN'sπT-ÈD™I2).
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10.3. ˛e best way of dealing with the intonation of a language consists in presenting its structures through appropriate diagrams, ¤ tonograms, with clear examples and a simple and notational system that is accurate enough without being
cumbersome and impractical.
≈rst of all, we must repeat that the use and choice of intonation patterns do
not depend on syntax at all, but on semantics and pragmatics, and above all on communicative goals˘
Even if the syntactic formulation is, in the end, the most evident linguistic rendering (for those who are used to reading and writing), in actual fact it is nothing
but a representation of the pragma-semantic way to express concepts and thoughts,
which are peculiar to every language.
If, for instance, one writes –and beforehand says– I've been looking for this for
ages (&aÙvb¤n5l¨k-¤˙ fÈ'∑¤s3 3 fˇ'™IG¤Ω3 3), the superﬁcial formulation at hand is only
the inevitable result of the mental and linguistic processes that produce, in
English, the sentence just seen, although with slight possible variations.
In actual fact, it results from the juxtaposition of di‡erent concepts (each one
indicated by /./, or (2 ' 3 3)) in a single syntactic string. Apparently, this string is simple and straightforward, but once we annotate it with our intonation symbols, it
immediately becomes apparent how complex its intonational structure really is.
Let us now examine the intonation structure of neutral British English.
However, one must ﬁrst consider a general scheme, which will enable us to really
see its characteristics.
˛us û 10.2 gives the diagram of tunings (or intonation groups). It shows the
use one makes –when speaking normally– of pitch heights on the various syllables
forming the di‡erent possible utterances in a given language.
Tunings
10.4. As seen, tunings consist of a protune (in our example: I am transcribing the
following example (&aÙm˛>πN5sk>aÙb¤˙ ∑È'fØl-‘¨¤˙ ¤g'zA;mp®)) and a tune (phonetically (fÈ'n™T-¤K-li3 3)). In this case, one has a normal protune and a conclusive tune.
˛e latter is represented, tonemically (\ in a theoretical way) by /./, and tonetically (\ in a more realistic way) by (2 ' 3 3).
˛e number of syllables in the example has been calculated on purpose, in order to have full correspondence between the tonogram and the syllables of the sentence. <is, in turn, will make it easier to clearly understand how intonation
works.
Of course, in normal speech, it is unlikely to ﬁnd sentences with the same
number of syllables; nevertheless, the usefulness of the diagram is not jeopardized,
since the actual syllables available (whether more or less than 14) share pitch
heights in a balanced way.
So they may either compress the movement of several syllables into only one
or two, or expand it over a larger number of syllables (¬ û 10.5 for the tunes).
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For instance: Yes, we do or Our aim is to pass on ideas, techniques, and practical
activities, which we know work in the classroom (even if this last example, more realistically, will be divided into more parts, with the addition of the respective tunes,
mostly continuative).
˛us: Our aim is to pass on ideas, techniques, and practical activities, which we
know work in the classroom˘ In a phono-tonetic transcription, you have: (A;>5™;Im
¤ΩTÈ'phA;s 'Ø;n32 aÙ'D¤;‘Ω2 Th™K'nIiKs2 Èm5ph>πkT¤k® πK'Th¤-vÈTiz2 &w¤cwi5n‘;¨ 'w‘;k3 3 ì¤N∑û'khlA;s&>¨m3 3œ).
Protunes
10.5. û 10.3 shows the four protunes (of neutral British English): one is unmarked, or normal, and has no symbol; three are marked: interrogative /¿/ (¿), imperative /¡/ (¡) (for instance: Pay attention! (¡5ph™;I È'Th™¯Só3 3)), and emphatic /˚/ (˚) (We
have to check everything very carefully! (˚wi5hπÑ TÈ'ch™K2 ˚'™v->i&†¤˙2 ˚'v™>-i 'Kh™‘fÍi3 3)).
<e same tonograms are shown twice in ˙ 10.3: on the right, in a rather
sketchy form; and on the left, in a more realistic way. <e sketchy ones are clear
enough to understand the tonetic movements and actually are more convenient
for the learner, as they provide the necessary generalization and normalization
without which it would be much harder for complete beginners to lay the foundation for futher studies.
By indicating nothing but the essential, which necessarily is more legible and
less distracting, any comparison with the intonation patterns of other languages
becomes intuitive and straightforward. Along this very same criterion, only the
schematic tonograms will be provided for Persian.
˙ 10.3. <e four protunes of neutral British English.
normal
//()
interrogative
/¿/ (¿)
imperative
/¡/ (¡)
emphatic
/˚/ (˚)

Tunes
10.6. û 10.4 shows the three marked tunes (of neutral British pronunciation,
again both realistically and schematically) – conclusive /./ (2 ' 3 3), interrogative /?/
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(2 ' 21), and suspensive /÷/ (2 ' 32) – in addition to the ‘unmarked' one, /,/ (2 ' 2), conventionally denominated continuative tune.
<e marked tunes oppose one another distinctively, as they have di‡erent functions, which are crucial for communication purposes. <e continuative tune may
be considered as the neutralization of the three marked ones, which would be too
speciﬁc and therefore inappropriate in certain contexts that are, instead, supposed
to be ‘communicatively neutral'.
<us, the unmarked continuative tune is quite di‡erent from a straightforward
and progressive ﬂow of enunciation, without the slightest variation (or break),
even theoretical or potential. We might say that the aim of the continuative tune
is to oppose a theoretical ‘zero' tune; or, in other words, to slightly highlight a
word –the one containing the tonic syllable, of course– instead of a complete non-occurrence of tunes, as it happens within a protune.
Indeed, there is a di‡erence between I saw six men (aÙ5sø: 's¤Ks 'm™n:3 3) and I saw
six men (aÙ5sø: 's¤Ks2 'm™n:3 3); in the latter, six is more prominent than in the former, since it has its own tune, although no pause follows that word. <at makes a
noticeable di‡erence in terms of communicative strategy: the listener perceives
that six is not a mere numerical attribution of men˚ as he or she would be tempted to think if that word simply ﬂoated away in the same ‘protune stream'.
At the end of § 10.4, we have seen that a syntactic string does not necessarily correspond to just one tune; in fact, more or less numerous continuative tunes occur,
otherwise the sentence would not sound spontaneous and convincing.
„en attempting to learn intonation, many beginners do not fully realize the
existence and importance of such internal subdivision, which nevertheless is completely natural. And if its appropriate usage may go entirely unnoticed, its absence
would not pass unnoticed at all, as the bookish monotone of unprofessional actors
and public speakers easily prove.
For instance, if one considers an utterance such as Look! the imprints of a bear˚
it is soon realized that it can be said in many ways – apart from actual and paraphonic considerations such as the fright taken at the sight, or the delight expressed
by naturalists, or the satisfaction felt by hideous poachers… (all of them are rendered with di‡erent nuances, clear and easy to interpret).
˙ 10.4. <e four tunes of neutral British English.
conclusive /./ (2 ' 3 3)
interrogative /?/ (2 ' 2 1)
suspensive /÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
continuative /,/ (2 ' 2)
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Of course, this is di‡erent from a unitary sentence such as Look at the imprints
of a bear˚ in just one tuning: (5l¨k-ût ∑i'¤mp>¤Nts ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3).
10.7. Let us go back to the original utterance. „at we ﬁnd is something closer to a natural exposition, such as Look: the imprints of a bear ('l¨k3 3 ∑i5¤mp>¤Nts
ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3); in fact, there are two pragmatic concepts in the same sentence: the imprints and the sighting of them.
But, if one, then, divides the entire string into three parts (of course, with three
tunes), the nuances expressed are more detailed: Look at the imprints of a bear
('l¨k3 3 ∑i'¤mp>¤Nts3 3 ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3); in this way, one can manage to separate, conceptually too, imprints of di‡erent shapes.
After all, it is possible to use some continuative tunes (the /,/ presented in the
previous section), and this will add something to elocution (in opposition to a unitary utterance, although this is not for emphasis, of course).
It is only a way to make enunciation a little more e‡ective and natural: ('l¨kût2 ∑i'¤mp>¤Nts2 ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3) (and variations).
By considering an example like You must read further books on this particular
subject˚ again, one can easily see that there are several ways of saying it.
Apart from a quite ﬂat realization in a single tuning, as: (&j¯umÈs5>I;iﬂ 'f‘;∑È
'b¨ks ØN&∑¤spÈ'Th¤KjÈlÈ 'såbG¤KT3 3), one can have: (&j¯umÈs5>I;iﬂ 'f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 ØN&∑¤spÈ5Th¤K-jÈlÈ 'såbG¤KT3 3), or: (&j¯umÈs'>I;iﬂ2 5f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 ØN&∑¤spÈ5Th¤K-jÈlÈ 'såbG¤KT3 3), or
else: (&j¯umÈs'>I;iﬂ2 5f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 ØN&∑¤spÈ'Th¤K-jÈlÈ2 'såbG¤KT3 3).
One could also have ('j¯u-), or even: ('j¯;u2 mÈs'>I;iﬂ2 'f‘;∑È2 'b¨ks3 3 ØN'∑¤s2 pÈ'Th¤KjÈlÈ2 'såbG¤KT3 3) (with many more possible nuances and implications).
˙ 10.5.1. <e four tunes of neutral British English, expanded or contracted according to the
number of their syllables (here with no pretonic one).
excellently happily happy four six
/./ ({2} ' 3 3)
/?/ ({2} ' 2 1)
/÷/ ({2} ' 3 2)
('™ksÈlÈnTli 'hπp-Èli 'hπp-i 'fø:

's¤ks)

10.8. Each tune has a speciﬁc function. A conclusive tune is necessarily used whenever a given concept is completed in the speaker's mind. ˛us, in addition to the
words which form the sentences, it concerns communicative functions as well, as
if, in saying It's raining cats and dogs˚ you added ‘I am stating' – so: It's raining cats
and dogs (¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'Khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ3 3). <e interrogative tune communicates ‘I am
asking': Is it raining cats and dogs? (¿&¤z¤˛5>™In¤˙ 'Khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ21); the suspensive tune
communicates ‘I am underlining': If it's raining cats and dogs… [it's a calamity!]
(&¤f¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'Khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ32| {˚&¤tsûkû'lπm-ÈTi3 3}).
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As pointed out before, the continuative tune simply communicates ‘I'm not
ﬁnished': It's raining cats and dogs [but I don't care] (¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'Khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ2 {bÈT&aÙD‘¨˙'Kh™;‘3 3}).
It is possible to have a series of conclusive tunes, as well: Yesterday it rained. Today
it's raining. Tomorrow it'll pour. I'm sick and tired. I'll go away! (5j™sTÈD™I ¤˛'>™;Inﬂ3 3| ThÈ5D™;I ¤ts'>™In¤˙3 3| ThÈ5mØ>-‘¨ ¤T®'phø:3 3| aÙm5s¤K Èn'ThaÙÈﬂ3 3| aÉı5g‘;¨ û'w™;I3 3). However, a suspensive tune is very likely for Tomorrow it'll pour (ThÈ5mØ>-‘¨ ¤T®'phø:32).
Too often, current writing (which is not at all sophisticated) uses only commas:
Yesterday it rained, today it is raining, tomorrow it'll pour, I am sick and tired, I'll
go away˘
˛us, with the guilty complicity of schools, one is led to a kind of ‘child-like'
reading, which makes people utter things like: (»”5j™sTÈD™I ¤˛'>™;Inﬂ3 3’» TÈ5D™;I ¤ts'>™In¤˙3 3’» TÈ5mØ>‘¨ ¤T®'phø:3 3’»| aÙm5s¤K Èn'ThaÙÈﬂ3 3’» aÉı5g‘;¨ û'w™;I3 3”’).
˛e small rings show the additional pitch movements that are typical of ‘bookish intonation', which must be kept well apart from normal (¤ conversational) intonation and also from the typical intonation of text exposition (even if simply done
mentally).
A further example will show that, normally, writing and punctuation are barely
enough to convey concepts and mark some syntactical boundaries within a sentence,
certainly not to provide precise instructions for proper intonation and expressive
reading: I'm terribly busy: I can't come; I'll let you know; don't be cross (aÙm5Th™>-Èbli
'b¤zi3 3 aÙ5khA;˙ 'khåm:3 3| aÉı5l™c-¯ 'n‘;¨3 3 ˚5D‘¨m bi'kh>Øs3 3).
Also the example I've been looking for this for ages shows how poorly a perfectly legitimate written sentence manages to tell us the exact way the author meant
that very sentence to be read aloud. A decent rendering, but in no way the only
one, could be (&aÙvb¤n5l¨k-¤˙ fÈ'∑¤s3 3 fˇ'™IG¤Ω3 3)
Contrary to what grammars keep on repeating, a comma does not necessarily
indicate a short pause, as a semicolon does not indicate a pause half-way between
the ‘short' one of commas and the ‘long' one of full stops. It is an absurd prescription, but you do not have to believe us a priori. Try and slowly read aloud any passage you like: pause for one second after each comma, two seconds after a semicolon, and three seconds after a full stop; and let your own voice… ‘speak for itself'.
Parentheses “ quotations
10.9. Lastly, ˙ 10.6 shows the diagram of parenthetic phrases, or simply parentheses (either low, <= ≠≤; or mid, <Õ ï≤), and of quotations, <+ ±≤ (high). In the following
sentence, each of them occurs once:
«rst of all –he said– let's consider ‘Natural' Phonetics˚ as it's properly called.
(5f‘;st Èv'ø:ı2 6hi's™;d2• 5l™Ts k=N's¤d-È 5'nxc->®3 3Ì fÈ'n™t-¤Ks3 3\ ›Èz¤Ts5ph>Øp-Èli 'khø:ıﬂ3 3ë).
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˙ 10.5.2. Di‡erence between total questions (1) and partial questions (2).
1

2

se e you on
d a y?
[Wi ll they]
Sat ur
[∑y won't the y]

see you on Sat
urday?

Parentheses typically feature an overall reduction of their stress and an increase
in the rate of speech, while the pitch is compressed in the low –or mid– range of
the tonogram.
Quotations, instead, are quite the opposite, as their role is –precisely– to put
one or more words in full evidence, by means of a slightly louder and distinct
enunciation. <us, their stress is increased, their speech rate is reduced, and their
pitch is raised (without compression).
Marking such prosodic subtleties in phonetic –let alone phonemic– detailed transcriptions is neither necessary nor recommendable. <e symbols <= ≠≤, <Õ ï≤, <+ ±≤ are
more than su‚cient to bear in mind all these di‡erences, with respect to ‘normal'
utterances.
Quotations must not be confused with direct speech. Let us go back to «rst of
all –he said– let's consider ‘Natural' Phonetics˚ as it's properly called.
In that sentence, only he said should be excluded, because all the rest –and what
may follow– is direct speech, indeed.
Persian parentheses are low, <= ≠≤, but generally mid, <Õ ï≤, after non-conclusive
tunes; quotations, as said, are high, <+ ±≤.
˙ 10.6. Tonograms of parentheses and quotations.

low parenthesis (ì œ) /ì œ/

mid parenthesis (‘ ’) /‘ ’/ quotation (^ Œ) /^ Œ/

Persian intonation
10.10. As far as Persian intonation is concerned, ˙ 10.7-10 show the two fundamental protunes and the four tunes of communicative “ neutral, traditional, mediatic, and international Persian. Any combination of two of them is called a tuning,
as we know.
Aural imitation –but not prone aping!– plays an important role in acquiring
linguistic intonation (and even more so, paraphonic intonation).
We are conﬁdent that a good number of examples accurately annotated with
our intonational symbols will greatly help learners get the most out of their listening practice.
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˙ 10.7. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of communicative and neutral Persian.
/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/¡/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

/˚/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ç 2)

/,/ (2 ' 2 2)

˙ 10.8. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of traditional Persian.
/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/?/ (2 ' 1 1)

/¡/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 3)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)

/˚/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/,/ (2 ' 2 2)

˙ 10.9. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of mediatic Persian.
/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/?/ (2 ' 1 1)

/¡/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 3)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)

/˚/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/,/ (2 ' 2 2)

˙ 10.10. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of international Persian.
/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/¡/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

/˚/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)
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10.11. Now, let us provide some good examples to practice the intonation patterns of the communicative Persian accent.
Let us start from the conclusive tune, /./ (2 ' 3 3), in the following examples (further examples of it will be given when dealing with the other tunes):
Man dust d≤ram f≤rsi r≤ xub harf bezanam.
(&maNÇdu;st ÇdË;√aõ fË√Çsi;√@ '≈uB2| Çha;√f bEÇza;na°3 3) {(fË√Çsi;√O)}
I'd like to speak Persian well.
M≤ manzur e ßom≤-r≤ mifahmim.
(ÇmË;2 maNÇzu;√E ßOÇmË;√@ Çmifah&mi°3 3) {(-√O Çmifa;&mi°3 3)}
We know what you mean.
Besy≤r mamnun.
(bEÇsjË;√ mam'nu;n3 3)
<ank you very much.
10.12. <e conclusive tune is used in partial questions, as well, but in that case,
it follows an interrogative protune˚ /¿ ./ (¿ 2 ' 3 3).
Depending on the relevant paraphonic settings used, and the very issue referred
to in the conversation, such combination may sound like anything ranging from
a neutral question without any particular undertone, down to a cold-hearted, even
hostile, police-style interrogation.
In order to avoid misunderstandings, all languages feature a somewhat milder
version of asking partial questions, in general with a continuative tune instead of
a conclusive one: /¿ ,/ (¿ 2) (in order to sound gentler, especially when talking to
strangers).
By keeping the post-tonic coda in the mid tonal band, instead of letting it fall
brusquely, the hearer perceives that the question is posed with discretion, almost
with a corteous hesitation.
It is not rare, however, that foreigners lacking politeness ¸ education use the conclusive tune, often, making them sound rude and impolite…
So, /¿ ,/ should be regarded as the ﬁrst and primary pattern to be chosen, and taught
to foreigners, as far as partial questions are considered, reserving /¿ ./ to informal and
casual conversation, not talking to strangers, or if one really wants to convey indi‡erence, impatience, dissatisfaction, suspicion, hostility…
Regardless of how gentle a speaker aims to sound, let us make it quite clear,
though, that it is completely wrong to conclude a partial question with a full interrogative pattern, /¿ ?/.
However, that is quite typical and frequent on the part of many who passively
interpret a question mark at the end of a sentence as a peremptory call for rising
their voice pitch, to signal that they are putting a question… with incredibly annoying results (and possible misunderstanding, as well). Unfortunately, this often
depends on false principles embraced by obtuse traditional school and grammar.
<erefore, let us examine the following examples:
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Nazar-e ßom≤ dar in b≤re ©ist?
(¿nAÇza;√E ßOÇmË; dAÇ√i;m b@'√e;2 ¿Ç*hi;st3 3)
„at do you think about it?
Emruz h≤l e ßom≤ ©e towr ast?
(¿¸em'√u;Ω2| ¿ÇhË;lE ßO'mË;2\ ¿*[EÇthou√As{t}3 3)
How are you feeling today?
Koj≤ d≤rim miravim?
(¿k[OÇ‚Ë; d@'√i;°2\ ¿&mi√A'vi;°3 3)
„ere are we going?
10.13. A question requiring an overall answer, such as yes or no (or maybe˚ dunno˚ Æ), is called a total question˚ and requires an interrogative tune on the word,
or group of words, which the question is focused on.
<at implies that the interrogative tune may not necessarily occur at the end
of the sentence, as the graphemic question mark, once more, leads many to think.
Secondly, more than one interrogative tune (and possibly as many interrogative protunes) may occur in a row, in longer and more articulated questions, even
though only one ‘total' answer is expected, anyway.
Carefully noticing the di‡erent patterns that we show, let us examine the following examples:
ﬁom≤ mitav≤nid f≤rsi harf bezanid?
(¿ßOÇmË; mi&t[av@'ni;D2\ ¿fË√'si;2\ ¿Çha;√f bEzA'ni;D12)
Can you speak Persian?
≥y≤ bar≤dar e ßom≤ in r≤ mifahmad?
(¿ÇcË;j@ bAÇ√Ë;da&√e ßO'mË;2| ¿¸in'√Ë; &mifah'maD12) (&mifa;'-)
Does your brother understand it?
U fard≤ x≤had ≤mad?
(¿'cu;2| ¿fa√ÇdË; x@Ç∆ad ¸@'maD12)
Is he coming tomorrow?
10.14. <e suspensive tune is used to create… ‘suspense', with very di‡erent implications depending on whether the sentence is a question or a statement and, as
usual, the nuances provided by paraphonics.
Agar ßom≤ ßambe nay≤yid, m≤ b≤ moßkel mov≤je x≤him ßod.
(¸AÇ9a√ ßOÇmË; ÇßambE &naj@Çji;D22| ÇmË; b@moß'àhel2\ mOÇvË;‚E '≈Ë;[im&ßoD3 3)
If you can't come on Saturday, we'll be in trouble
Va⁄ti be istg≤h residam, ⁄at≤r rafte bud.
(Çvat[i &bE¸is4t7'gË;h2\ &√EsiÇda°22| ŒA'thË;√2\ '√aft[E&buD3 3) {(Çva›t[i, ›A'thË;√2\)}
„en I arrived at the station, the train had gone.
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B≤ otobus beravim y≤ pi≤de?
(¿ÇbË; ¸&ot[OÇbus22| ¿&be√A'vi;°2\ ¿ÇjË; p[i@'de;3 3) {(p[i¸@'de;3 3)}
Shall we go by bus, or on foot?
Yek-i, do t≤, se t≤, ©ah≤r t≤ panj t≤ hastand.
(jA'àhi2\ dO'thË;2\ sE'thË;2\ *[AÇhË;√&t[Ë22| Çpha¯‚t[@2\ has'tha;ND3 3)
{('ja;àhi2\, 'je;-, jE'-) (&*[a∆@√ÇthË;22|)}
<ere are: one, two, three, four, ﬁve.
10.15. As a general rule, /÷/ (2 ' 2 2) calls for the hearer's attention on a part of the
sentence. Or simply adds vividness to long sentences made of multiple clauses,
which would otherwise sound ﬂat and inexpressive, or even hard to parse into
meaningful units. <us, /÷/ (2 ' 2 2) is also normally used in the ﬁrst part of alternative questions.
„ile, the continuative tune˚ /,/ (2 ' 2), can be seen as the terminal part of an unmarked protune bearing a full stress, with two functions: to attract less attention than
a suspensive tune, or to underline a word or concept without resorting to emphasis.
Yak-i, do t≤, se t≤, ©ah≤r t≤ panj t≤ hastand…
(jA'àhi2\ dO'thË;2\ sE'thË;2\ *[A'∆Ë;√&t[Ë2| 'pha¯‚t[@2\ has'tha;ND2)
{('ja;àhi2\, 'je;-, jE'-) (&*[a∆@√'thË;2|)}
<ere are: one, two, three, four, ﬁve…
Agar natav≤nid ßambe biy≤(y)id eßk≤l-i nad≤rad.
(¸A'9a√ nA&t[av@Çni;D ÇßambE &bijA'ji;D2| ¸eßÇkhå;li 'na;d@&√aD3 3) {(&bijA'ci;D2|)}
If you can't come on Saturday, there's no problem.
B≤ otobus x≤hid raft, y≤ ⁄at≤r, y≤ xodrow?
(¿ÇbË; ¸Ot[O'bu;s2| ¿x@'∆i;d '√a;ft2\ ¿ÇjË; ŒAÇthË;√22| ¿ÇjË; xod'√ou3 3) {(›AÇthË;√22|)}
Are you going by bus, by train, or by car?
In yak logat n≤me ye besy≤r mo‡d yi ast.
(Çci;ˆ jaà-lOÇ9at ÇnË;mE 'je;2\ bes'jË;√2| mO'fi;dist3 3) {(jeà-, mO'fid-jist3 3)}
<is is a very useful dictionary.
10.16. <e following examples show how emphasis can a‡ect the general sense
of a sentence by assigning more prominence to certain words. For simplicity and
consistency, we shall not alter the number and order of the words, even though
our informants have suggested alternative translations that, though more idiomatic, would have made intonational comparison –our priority in this case– much
less transparent and revealing. Some of the following examples also feature the emphatic protune /˚/ (˚):

In yak logat n≤me ye besy≤r mo‡d yi ast
(˚"ci;n2\ &jaà-lOÇ9at &nåmEÇje; bes'jå√2| mO'fi;dist3 3) {(&jeà-, mO'fid-jist3 3)}
<is is a very useful dictionary.
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In yak logat n≤me ye besy≤r mo‡d yi ast
(˚Çciˆ jaà-lOÇ9at &nËmEÇje; bes"jË;√2| mO'fi;dist3 3) {(jeà-, mO'fid-jist3 3)}
<is is a very useful dictionary.
In yak logat n≤me ye besy≤r mo‡d yi ast
(˚Çciˆ jaà-lOÇ9at &nËmEÇje; bes'jË;√2| mO∞fi;dist3 3) {(jeà-, mO∞fid-jist3 3)}
<is is a very useful dictionary.
In yak logat n≤me ye besy≤r mo‡d yi ast
(˚Çciˆ jaà-lO∞9at &nËmE∞je; bes'jË;√2| mO'fi;dist3 3) {(jeà-, mO'fid-jist3 3)}
<is is a very useful dictionary.
10.17. «nally, we provide a few examples of parentheses˚ (› ë) (after or with /./)
“ (4 7) (in other cases, often including at the beginning), and quotations˚ (ä â) (see
˙ 10.8):
U goft: "na, man in k≤r-r≤ na kardam&.
(›¸u'go;ft2ë\ "na;3 3|| Çman¸iˆ ÇàhË;√&√Ë2\ &na'àha√&da°3 3) {(4¸u'go;ft27)}
‘No', he said, ‘I haven't done it'.
Albatte, qaziz-am.
(&¸albat'the;3 3| ›'cazi&za°3 3ë)
Of course, my dear.
Albatte, qaziz-am. Fard≤ ≤n-r≤ x≤hi d≤ßt.
(&¸albat'the;3 3| ›'ca;zi&za°3 3ë| fa√'dË;2| 'cË;n√@2\ x@'∆i;d@ß{t}3 3)
Of course, my dear. You'll have it tomorrow.
Albatte, qaziz-am, fard≤ ≤n-r≤ x≤hi d≤ßt.
(&¸albat'the;3 3| ›'ca;zi&za°2ë| fa√'dË;2\ 'cË;n√@2\ x@'∆i;d@ß{t}) {(4'ca;zi&za°27)}
Of course, my dear, you'll have it tomorrow.
U goft: "ha⁄i⁄at yi ast, man xeili etmin≤n na d≤ram&.
(›¸u'go;ft2ë\ &haŒiÇŒat-ãist2|| ÇmaÕ Çeili &¸etmiÇnan 'na;d@&√a°3 3) {(&[aŒi'Œa;t[ist2)}
As a matter of fact, he said. I'm not at all sure.
Qaziz-am, be x≤ter nad≤ri ke in ‡lm-r≤ h≤fte-ye piß didim?
(›'ca;zi&za°2ë\ ¿&bex@Çthe√ 'na;d@&√i2| ¿à[EÇciõ 'film&√Ë2\ ›¿hËfÇthe;jE Çphi;ß di'di;°12ë)
{('film√O2\)}
Dear, don't you remember, we saw that movie last week?
Az xod miporsam, ©er≤ ßom≤ goftid ke "bar≤ye man mohem nist&, dar h≤li-ke aks-e
≤n sed⁄ d≤rad?
(›¸aΩ'≈od 'mi;p[o√&sa°2ë\ ¿Ç*he;√@ ßOÇmË; gof'thi;D2\ 5&à[ebA'√Ë;jE&ma§2\ mOÇ∆em
'ni;s{t}3 3Ì|| ¿Çda√ 'hË;li&à[e2\ ¿ÇcaksE 'cË;§2| ¿Çsed{œ} d@'√aD3 3)
„y did you say ‘I don't mind', I wonder, when the opposite is true?
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Regional “ bordering-country intonation
10.18. In addition to communicative “ neutral, traditional, mediatic, and international intonation patterns, let us here concisely show seven regional patterns (¬
˙ 6.0.1).
<ey are those of Teheran city (in the North, which substantially coincides with
the mediatic one), Teheran province (again in the North, around the city), of the
North-east, South-east, South, North-west (inﬂuenced by Azeri), and the West (inﬂuenced by Kurdish). <eir vowels and consonants are dealt with in § 6.2.0-5 and § 8.12,
respectively.
Besides, we add the intonation patterns of four bordering countries, where the
following languages are spoken (¬ ˙ 6.0.2): Tajik, Dari, Pashto, and Urdu. <e vowels and consonants of their foreign accents are dealt with in § 6.3.0-4 and § 8.12, respectively; while the phonopses of their actual languages are shown in Ã 13).
˙ 10.11. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Teheran city Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 è 2 2)

˙ 10.12. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Teheran province Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

˙ 10.13. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of North-eastern Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

˙ 10.14. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of South-eastern Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

˙ 10.15. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Southern Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

˙ 10.16. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of North-western Persian (Azeri).

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ç 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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˙ 10.17. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Western Persian (Kurdish).

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

˙ 10.18. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Tajik Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

˙ 10.19. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Dari Persian.

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 è 3 3)

/?/ (2 ¶ 1 2)

/÷/ (2 è 3 2)

˙ 10.20. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Pashto Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

˙ 10.21. <e fundamental protunes “ tunes of Urdu Persian.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

13.
Bordering-country
languages
13.0. In Ã 6 “ 8 “ 10, we concisely saw the pronunciation of the Persian vowels, consonants and intonation of bilingual speakers, whose ﬁrst language is Kurdish, Azeri, Tajik, Dari, Pashto, or Urdu.
In addition to observations about their consonantal peculiarities, we saw the
vocograms and fundamental tonograms. Here, we show the actual vocograms and
consonant tables, including the tonograms (which coincide with those already given in Ã 10, because intonation –as everyone should easily come to know– is the
most di‚cult aspect of pronunciation to master, when speaking another language.
In fact, it is the very ﬁrst aspect of language that children recognize and learn,
even before actually speaking. It is true, however, that intonation is preceded by
the paraphonic patterns, which identify emotions, attitudes, social roles, exclamations, hesitations, and spasmodic features, such as giggling, sighing, grunts, while
speaking, including changes in speed, loudness, and overall pitch range.
Including non-linguistic use of voice qualities, such as breathy or creaky voice,
falsetto, staccato, but it is outside language, although, without mastering it, we
would speak like machines
All this for signaling, for instance (here presented randomly), high spirits, low
spirits, surprise, impatience, love, fear, anger, sadness, joy, disgust, trust, satisfaction,
desire, sexual desire, sympathy, triumph, anticipation, calmness, friendship, courage,
shame, conﬁdence, kindness, cruelty, pity, indignation, envy, su‡ering, weeping,
anxiety, grief, dejection, despair, tender feeling, devotion, reﬂection, meditation.
Besides, ill-temper, sulkiness, determination, hatred, disdain, contempt, guilt,
pride, helplessness, patience, a‚rmation, negation, astonishment, horror, self-attention, shyness, modesty, blushing, admiration, adoration, appreciation,
amusement, awe, awkwardness, boredom, confusion, craving, pain, entrancement, excitement, interest, nostalgia, romance, and so on.
Let us recall, once and for all, that those ‘linguists' who think that also phono-tonetics is outside ‘language' (unlike phonemics or phonology) are completely
wrong and somehow even ‘half-linguists'.
Some of the symbols we will use in these sections may not be present in the
main chapters of this book; however, they are shown and described (also with orograms and vocograms) in the updated chapters of our book Natural Phonetics “
Tonetics˚ whose pdf ﬁles can be found in our website canipa.net˘
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Kurdish
13.1. Spoken in Kurdistan {“ parts of Persia, Iraq, Siria, Turkey: Indo-Iranian,
¤™, has three short and ﬁve long vowels. <e latter are narrow diphthongs, with
di‡erent timbres from short vowels. <ere are also phonemic diphthongs with /i,
u/ as second elements. Non-neutral accents may have more vowel phonemes, including /%, ¢, ê/, not shown on the vocogram.
„en stressed long vowels are followed by several consonants, they are realized
as short monophthongs maintaining their original ﬁrst timbres; the same holds
when they are unstressed in ﬁnal position. Initial vowels are preceded by /ö/; the
sequences /ijé, uwé/ are realized as (ié, ué).
˛ere is opposition between two r's and two l's÷ also sequences of /p, t, k, ›÷ c/
+ /h/ are frequent, (0h), and /p, t, k÷ s, z/ + /H/, and /k, g, ›÷ º/ + /w/, giving (±),
with di‡erent taxophones for /kw, gw, w/ + /i, e/, which give (©, ≈, é); (n=0) (\
homorganic by assimilation). <e xenophonemes include /h, H, ˜/, often realized
as /h, ö, º/.
˙ 13.1. Kurdish phonopsis.
/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/uu/ (uu, ’u)
/u/ (¨)

/i/ (¤)

/oo/ (øø, ’ø)

/ee/ (™™, ’™)
/a/ (å)
m
pb

/aa/ (aa, ’a)

n

˙
kg

td
C ‚ (© ≈)
ë ò

fv sz †Ã

j (é)

›

º {˜} {h}
w
{H} h

R-l 5-ı

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

ö

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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Azeri
13.2. Spoken in Azerbaijan: Altaic, has nine short vowels and several vowel sequences (functioning as long vowels when identical). It has the following diphthongs: /a, Ø, o, u/+/i/ and /a/+/u/. ≈nal vowels are (éH).
It presents opposition between simple and geminated consonants÷ (n=0) (\
homorganic by assimilation). <e voiceless stops and stopstrictives are ‘aspirated'
(except when followed by a consonant or when geminated), while their voiced
counterparts are devoiced, they are fully voiced only in voiced contexts. /b, d, á,
g/ have the following prevocalic taxophones (B, ƒ, J, Ÿ); /R/ (R, ¸, §ò); /©ò, kò/ (Â, º);
/l/ is (l) in contact with front vowels, elsewhere (ı).
˙ 13.2. Azeri phonopsis.
/i/ (i), /%/ (%)

/M/ (M), /u/ (u)

/e/ (e), /+/ (+)

/o/ (ø)

/E/ (Ä)
/a/ (a)
m
p b

n
t d

(B)

s z
(ƒ)

è¶

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

cG
S Z
(¸)
R-(l)

©á
(Â J)
j

{k} g
(Ÿ)

º ˜
h (H)

ı

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ç 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Tajik
13.3. Spoken in Tajikistan: Indo-Iranian, ¤™, has six short vowels (narrow diphthongs when phonetically lengthened), with the variants indicated.
As for the consonants˚ we have (n=0) (\ homorganic by assimilation); /Z/ (ò) in
loanwords.
˙ 13.3. Tajik phonopsis.
/u/ (u{u}, ’u)

/i/ (i{i}, ’i)

/%/ (TT, ’T)
/o/ (ø{O}, ’o)

/e/ (™{E}, ’e)

/a/ (a{a}, ’a)
m
pb
å6

n
td
q
sz

kg
C‚
ë {ò}

›

ö

º
j

h
˜

R-l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Dari
13.4. Spoken in Afghanistan: Indo-Iranian, ¤™, has ﬁve long (either monotimbric
or narrow diphthongs) and three short vowels, with partially di‡erent timbres,
both series occurring in stressed and unstressed syllables: /ii, ee, ØØ, oo, uu÷ e, a,
o/ (ii, eÉ, ùù, Pø, uu÷ É, Å, ø).
As for the consonants˚ it must be noticed that /p, t, k/ are ‘aspirated', (0h), and
that /k, g/ have palatal taxophones, (©h, á), before front vowels or in ﬁnal position.
˙ 13.4. Dari phonopsis.
/ii/ (ii, ’i)

/uu/ (uu, ’u)

/ee/ (eÉ, ’e)
/e/ (É)

/oo/ (Pø, ’P)
/o/ (ø)

/a/ (Å, ’å)

/ØØ/ (ùù, ’∏)

m
pb

n
f

td
sz

(© á)

kg

›
º˜

SZ
j

w

{ö}
h

R-l

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 è 3 3)

/?/ (2 ¶ 1 2)

/÷/ (2 è 3 2)
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Pashto
13.5. Spoken in Afghanistan: Indo-Iranian, ¤™, properly pa«to (paß'too), has four
short and ﬁve long vowels (or rather three, since the ‘elegant' xenophonemes /ii,
uu/ very often become /i, u/). ˛ere is a taxophone for /i/ in checked syllables, (¤0),
and a frequent variant (aa), for /A/ (AA); there are also sequences of short or long
vowels + /i, u/ which function as second elements of diphthongs: /Èi, ai, Ai, oi, ui÷
au, Au/.
˛e consonants given in round brackets represent xenophonemes, /›, ö, f, h/, for
which the phonemes /k, `, p, h/ are commonly substituted (/`/, is a ‘zero' phoneme, ¤ absence of any sound). <ere are four prenasalized taxophones, for the corresponding ‘xenophonemes': /n0/, (èd, èg÷ èG÷ èz).
˙ 13.5. Pashto phonopsis.
/u/ (u) {/uu/ (uu)}

/i/ (i, ¤0) {/ii/ (ii)}

/o/ (oo)
/È/ (‘)

/e/ (ee)

/A/ (AA÷ aa)

/a/ (a)
m
pb
6

n

{f}

td
qQ
sz

N
˛Ã
ßΩ

kg

{›}

cG
S Z

{ö}
áW

{h}

j
R-l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

h

®

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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Urdu
13.6. Spoken in Pakistan: Indo-Iranian, ¤™, has three short and seven long vowels;
the latter are narrow diphthongs, all monotimbric except /EE, OO/ (E™, ’™÷ Oø, ’ø). All
vowels can be distinctively nasalized. Colloquially, /ih, ah/ often become (Eh, ’™h)
and /uh/ (Oh, ’øh). In quicker speech, we may ﬁnd /’a/ (‘) (mainly unstressed; sometimes also for /’I, ’U/). In addition, a number of diphthongs are found, formed by the
juxtaposition of some vowels.
Consonant gemination is distinctive. Urdut presents opposition between /=, =h,
Ê, Êh/ \ (=, =h, Ê, ÊH), as well as between /#, #h/ (®, ®H). Occasionally, also /m,
n÷ R÷ l/ can be ‘aspirated', (mH, nH÷ RH÷ lH). the xenophonemes in round brackets
are used in word of Arabic (/ö/) or Persian (/Z/ (ò)) origin. Besides, we ﬁnd: /j, jj/
(ã, jj); (n=0) (\ homorganic by assimilation).
˙ 13.6. Urdu phonopsis.
/ii/ (ii, ’i)
/i/ (¤)
/ee/ (ee, ’e)

/uu/ (uu, ’u)
/u/ (¨)
/oo/ (oo, ’o)

/EE/ (E™, ’™)

/OO/ (Oø, ’ø)

/a/ (å, ’å, ≠’‘)

/aa/ (aa, ’a)

m
p5 bÌ

n
t5 dÌ
f

˛5 ÃÌ

s z
R-l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

C5 ‚Ì
ë {ò}

®Ì

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

k5 gÌ
ã|(j)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

›

{ö}

j ˜

h (H)
r

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

